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Abstract
The study presents the insights of the tectonic development and geological settings of the Atlantic Ocean supported by cartographic visualization in Generic Mapping Tools (GMT). The aim is to study geologic situation and trends in the tectonic development of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and Atlantic Ocean seafloor. The objective is to find out impact of various factors (such as volcanic, tectonic, hydrothermal and sedimentary processes) that sculpt seafloor geomorphology, and correlation between early history of crust formation, geological processes and present submarine landforms. Other assignments in this work refer to mutual comparison of raster grids on sedimentation, topography, geology, seafloor fabric and highlighting similarities among the landforms and sediment thickness. Asymmetry in crustal accretion is explained by the tectonic history of the lithosphere formation. Correlation between plate subduction and development of the submarine landforms is explained by the Earth’s crust extension resulting in formation of cracks, elongations, faults, rifts. Ocean seafloor geomorphology is shaped by a variety of factors that impact its form at different scales. These drivers (tectonic evolution, oceanic currents, hydrology, sedimentation) have effects on geomorphic landforms of the seafloor in context of historic geological development and during Quaternary. Technical part of this work was performed by GMT scripting toolset with all maps plotted in American polyconic projection. The results are received by overlay, cartographic analysis and synthesis of the multi-source geodata through mapping and interpreting grids (ETOPO1, EGM96, GlobSed, crustal age). This work contributes to expand the knowledge on geological and tectonic development of the Atlantic Ocean seabed in order to complete the view of its submarine geomorphology.
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INTRODUCTION
The study focuses on the insights of the tectonic development and geological settings of the Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 1). The most notable morphological structure of the Atlantic seafloor is its mid-ocean ridge, which stretches along the entire Atlantic Ocean. The Mid-Atlantic Ridge (further: MAR) separates two zones of deep-sea basins in the Atlantic Ocean, bordering continental blocks through the systems of troughs [28]. It begins in the Eurasian part of the Arctic Ocean from the Gakkel Ridge, stretches southwest through the Norwegian-Greenland basin and then continues across the entire Atlantic Ocean about halfway between the shores of North and South America on the one hand, Europe and Africa on the other. The MAR has a well-defined rift valley, displaced by transform faults. The structure of the Atlantic Ocean is an example of a slow-spreading mid-ocean ridge and ridge-to-ridge transform faults. Its basins is geologically stable, with the exception of the hot spot areas. The importance of MAR is caused by its structural connectivity with other marine geological objects on the seafloor: MAR is a part of the global planetary geomorphological structure that forms a system that includes the seafloor of the oceans.
The importance of the Atlantic Ocean can be explained by the fact that its basin and margins became a main region for testing concept of the tectonic development. Several geological concepts, such as geosynclinal theory, continental drift and spreading was created on the basis of the observations of the geologic structure of the Atlantic Ocean which initiated the development of the new global tectonics. The MAR of the Atlantic Ocean demonstrates impact of various processes, such as volcanic, tectonic, hydrothermal and sedimentary processes sculpt geomorphology in the oceanic seafloor [27] and deep correlation between climatic and geological processes [11]. Because of the poor accessibility and remote location of the oceanic seafloor, using advanced cartographic technologies [4], [12–16] and automatization [25] has been important for mapping and investigation of the geomorphic features and settings of the submarine landforms. Although a primary objective of the GMT based approach demonstrated in this research is to develop advanced shell scripting mapping techniques, collate multi-source data and algorithms, it is intended that systematic approach of marine geological analysis can function independently at other GIS, e.g. ArcGIS using traditional methodology of GUI [7–10] for visualization of raster and vector data grids (geology, topography ETOPO1).

DATA AND METHODS
For visualization and thematic mapping of the raster grids (tectonics, geology, topography, geoid), the workflow was as follows:
1. Terrain data was visualized using ETOPO1 1 arc-minute global relief model of Earth’s surface [1] using Generic mapping Tools (GMT) [31] and data conversion by Geospatial Data Abstraction Library (GDAL) [49]: NetCDF to GeoTIFF. Besides ETOPO1, there are several existing data grids that can also be used for mapping, e.g. World Topographic Map [44] which provides a base map coverage for the world down to a scale of ca. 1:72k. Other useful grids include open source free GEBCO bathymetric grid (GEBCO Compilation Group...
commercial ESRI based World Ocean Base map which gives an Ocean Base map providing coverage for the world down to a scale of ca. 1:577k [46], National Geographic World Map by commercial ESRI is released in global coverage down to ca. 1:144k scale, SRTM raster grid [50].

2. The thematic visualization was based on using raster grids and vector layers: geoid data were derived from raster grids EGM96 [24]; total sediment thickness in the world's oceans using raster grid [26]; Age and spreading asymmetry of the world's ocean crust from [22]; tectonic seafloor fabric of the ocean basins and marine geology [21]. Other geophysical data that can be used for gravity modelling include EGM2008 and geopotential gravity grids [47], [48]. Seafloor modelling include EGM2008 and geopotential gravity grids [17] to form the basis of geological complexity of the Atlantic Ocean. Visualization was done by sequential algorithms of GMT. An overlay of the thematic layers using rule-based plotting of the geospatial objects was then performed (Fig. 1–6). More specifically, the methodology of the GMT includes the following cartographic routine. To generate the seafloor age grids used to evaluate the performance of GMT algorithm, this work employed a 2 arc min netCDF grid Version 3 by NOAA processed by GMT as an input plate model with the following conditions presented below in 10 steps. The technical methodological example of plotting map in a GMT below is presented for map projection which was applied for all the maps for compatibility and a ‘4i’ means set up a mapping layout in 4 inches.

3. Vector and raster grids were visualized by GMT [52] using shell scripting and available methods [17–19] to form the basis of geological complexity of the Atlantic Ocean. Visualization was done by sequential algorithms of GMT. An overlay of the thematic layers using rule-based plotting of the geospatial objects was then performed (Fig. 1–6). More specifically, the methodology of the GMT includes the following cartographic routine. To generate the seafloor age grids used to evaluate the performance of GMT algorithm, this work employed a 2 arc min netCDF grid Version 3 by NOAA processed by GMT as an input plate model with the following conditions presented below in 10 steps. The technical methodological example of plotting map in a GMT below is presented for map projection which was applied for all the maps for compatibility and a ‘4i’ means set up a mapping layout in 4 inches.

4. The 4th step includes creating a file by code: ps=AO_Age.ps and visualization of the image which was already cut off at the 1st step: ‘gmt grdimage ao_age.tif -Cage cpt -R90/25/-65/65 -JPoly/4i -P-I+a15+ne0.75 -Xc -K > $ps’. Here, the ‘-Jpoly/4i’ flag corresponds to the Polyconic projection which was applied for all the maps for compatibility and a ‘4i’ means set up a mapping layout in 4 inches.

5. The 5th step include adding a grid on the map using the following code: ‘gmt psbasemap -R J-Bpx20f10a20 -Bpyg20f10a10 -Bsxg10 -Bsyg10 -B+t"Age of Oceanic Lithosphere: Atlantic Ocean" -O-K > $ps’. Here, the flags following ‘-B’ correspond to the interval of grid ticks (major and minor, by latitude and longitude, annotations on X axis and Y axis, correspondingly). This step was done using ‘psbasemap’ module of GMT. The flags ‘-O’ and ‘-K’ corresponds to the commands ‘overlay’ and ‘continue scripting’, respectively.

6. The scale with its annotation and the directional rose were added using GMT code ‘gmt psbasemap -R -J -Lx7.8c/-3.7c+c50+w4000k -Bpyg10f10a10 -Bsxg10 -Bsyg10 -B+t"Age of Oceanic Lithosphere: Atlantic Ocean" -O-K > $ps’. Here ‘-L’ flag gives a command for plotting projection scale bar below the map and a ‘-UBL.’ flag gives a technical time stamp of the map production. The flags ‘-R’ and ‘-J’ tell the machine to plot a map using given projection (which was set up in previous step) and a region.

7. The 7th step includes adding a color scale bar below the map using the GMT module ‘psscale’ by the code: ‘gmt pscale -R -J -Cage.cpt -DjBC+o0.0c/-3.0c+w8c/0.5c+h -Baf+"Color scale: (Google's Improved Rainbow Colormap for Visualization [C=RGB])" -I0.2 -By+lm -O-K > $ps’.

8. The 8th step includes adding a GMT logo and placing it below the map using ‘logo’ module:gmt logo -Dx3.9/-2.0+o0.1l/0.1l+w2c -O-K > $ps

9. The 9th step adds a subtitle under the main title of the map: ‘gmt pstext -R0/10/0/15 -JX10/10 -X0.5c -Y6.7c -N -O -F+f10p,Palatino-Roman,black+jLB > $ps << EOF

1.5 9.3 Age of
the ocean crust, 2 arc min grid V-3 EOF’. Here the ‘EOF’ corresponds to the ‘end of file’ Linux expression and the text to be print goes between the ‘EOF’ flags.

10. The final 10th step includes converting the resulting postscript file to the image file using GhostScript: ‘gmt psconvert AO_Age.ps -A1.5c -E720 -Tj -Z’.

The technological scheme of scripting illustrated above was used as a principle method for plotting all the maps presented in this paper. The changes were only made for the initial data grids (topographic grid, sediment thickness, tectonic, gravity and geoid and grids). The principal method of the GMT, as illustrated above by the example of coding in 10 steps. This is a core and main difference between the GMT and traditional GIS software programs that mainly use a graphical user interface (GUI) for cartographic output and plotting.

Examples of previous works of geovisualization of the Atlantic seafloor are diverse. To mention some examples, these include both traditional GIS (ArcGIS) and specialized geological software. For instance, the 4DPlates tectonic geovisualization uses grids with a 4–8 tree structure to store the data with the required resolution, which means that the cartographer can interact with large data sets on the fly [33]. GPlates is another useful software for tectonic plate reconstruction and open-source paleogeographic system enabling visualization of the historical development of tectonic movements presented in a variety of papers, e.g. [34], [35], [36], [37].

Besides 2D maps and graphics, interesting example of the 3D modelling of the Atlantic Ocean seafloor is presented by [38] where the authors present a map-view geometry of the oceanic core complexes relates to magma supply variations and demonstrate how a 2D physics can predict 3D fault behaviour and may be used to infer magma supply. A 3D modelling of the seafloor can be made using GMT [39], [40] by module ‘grdview.

**Figure 3.** Geologic map. Source: author.

**GEOLOGY**

The axial zones of the MAR present the constructive boundaries of the lithospheric plates, where the ocean seafloor is being extended and the oceanic crust is being formed. The geomorphology
of the MAR has very dissected shape relief form: the tops of the submarine ridges and seamounts are point-shaped with steep slopes (up to 15–20°) and concave troughs bottoms. Both flanks of the MAR are gradually decreasing on both sides of the MAR axis, with almost the same block-ridge dissection as the rift zone. The slopes of the blocks and ridges have average steepness of ca. 10° and are complicated by minor geomorphic dissections, such as small steps and pointed peaks [30]. The bottom between the submarine ridges is elevated and mostly flat. Towards outer borders of the ridges, the height of the blocks and ridges becomes smaller, and the bottom of the troughs is wider, which indicates the increasing role of accumulative alignment.

TECTONICS
Geologic submarine observations made in the rift zones of the MAR indicate processes of the Earth's crust extension. These include numerous cracks, elongations, faults, with the number and size of cracks increasing on both sides of the axial zone [3]. The continuity of the isochrons stretching 10 Ma indicates that current position of the rift zones was formed during Miocene and almost did not change since then [5]. Near the Fracture Zone, and in the tropical zone of the Atlantic, the isochrons pass near the continental margins, which indicate the convergence and connection of the continents in the middle of the Cretaceous [2]. The isochrons in the northern region of Atlantic, north of the Charlie-Gibbs Fracture Zone, extend along the foot of the continental slope of Greenland and slope of the Rockall Plateau (55-60°N) formed ca. 55 M years ago [32].

SEDIMENTATION
Based on the data received by the deepsea dril ling, Cretaceous and possibly Jurassic deposits lie at the base of the seafloor [20]. Cenozoic sediments comprise a smaller part of the seafloor, and their thickness in the pre-continental trough does not exceed 2 km. The sediments are represented by the Upper Jurassic to the Neogene-Quaternary, with the Cenozoic sediments [29] taking smaller areas: 1 km on the shelf to 2-3 km in depressions. Ancient rocks are exposed on structural terraces on the steep sections of the continental slope and on the walls of the underwater canyons, bending downward in shallow topographic depressions.

Figure 4. Sediment thickness of the Atlantic Ocean.
South American shelf along the coasts of Guiana and Brazil is notable for the eroded surface of the basement with deposits from the Upper Jurassic to Quaternary [23]. Such sediments structure shows breaks indicating regressions and transgressions of the ocean during its historical geologic development. Coastal or lagoon deposits predominate on the basement with upper layers of shelf sediments. The total sediment thickness in the regions of 8°S 34°W takes 0.5 km, southwards it increases up to 3 km on the Abrolhos Bank, which is characterized by an enlargement of the Brazilian shelf, further increase of sedimentation off Brazil’s central coast takes up to 3.5 km, and in the Amazon Delta (near its mouth around 0°50’N 50°W) over 10 km (beige colors on the Fig. 4). Along the coast of Argentina, sediment exceeds 6 km in the depressions of the basement surface, while on the rest of the shelf it decreases to 1-2 km. The basement of the Argentina coast is represented by the deposits from the Upper Jurassic to the Neogene-Quaternary [6]. Changing facies from the lagoon bottom to the shelf indicate sequential immersion of the continental margin in the Mesozoic-Cenozoic. The sediment thickness takes up to 3-4 km in the continental depression (light emerald green colours on Fig. 4).

RESULTS

The paper presents the results of the GMT based geovisualization of the series of the thematic raster maps using design and functionality of the GMT modules. The cartographic visualization os all maps is presented in American Polyconic projection, for comparative analysis and the compatibility of the overlays. Using grids of the oceanic seafloor age processed by GMT enabled to reconstruct historic development of the seafloor in the distant past based on the open rater data. The application of geological vector layers presented geologic settings of the Atlantic Ocean seafloor for comparison with other thematic maps. The relief of the MAR is generally distinguished by the complex geomorphological dissection (Fig. 1). It is formed by complex variations of ridges, grabens, horsts, ledges, plateaus, seamount chains linearly elongated along the strike of the ridge. All this variety of geomorphic forms of the submarine topography of the MAR of the Atlantic Ocean can be classified into three main geomorphological zones: a rift and two flank on its both sides..

Figure 5. Age of oceanic lithosphere. Source: author.
The MAR is characterized by specific features of the structure in its submarine relief, abnormal geophysical fields, tectonic movements, seismicity, volcanism, reflected in variations in the gravitational potential model of geoid (Fig. 2). The ridge zone of the MAR (red thick line on Fig. 3) is intensely dissected and elevated at 1000-1500 m above its both flanks. A series of the narrow deep rift valleys and graben-like structures (yellow horizontally-directed lines on Fig. 3) formed along the axis of the MAR as a result of the extension of the stretching crust. A series of rift ridges consisting of asymmetric blocks, sometimes replaced by strongly dissected plateaus, individual seamounts or volcanic islands is placed on the both sides of the rift valley (axial ridge of MAR). The sedimentary cover of the continental margins in the Atlantic Ocean correlates with the submarine relief of its basement surface (Fig. 4). This also corresponds to the previous studies showing sediment thickness on the shelf of Labrador and Newfoundland at the outer edge of the shelf to be ca. 3 km, increasing in local depressions and in the continental trough up to 7-8 km [2]. Norther American shelf stretching from Nova Scotia to Florida shows total sediment thickness varying from 2–6 km (bright green colors, Fig. 4) depending on local relief, and reaching 6–9 km in the local depressions. Visualized tectonic geophysical and gravimetric settings of the Atlantic Ocean was made using mapped variation of the crustal accretion on conjugate ridge flanks in the Atlantic Ocean in context of the lithospheric plate age. Second, the geologic settings of the Atlantic Ocean were visualized showing lineaments of the seafloor fabric, distribution and direction of the faults, ridges and fracture zones formed in context of the historical development of the geology of the Atlantic Ocean.

Examining of the Atlantic Ocean regional differences in geoid undulations shows higher values in the north-eastern part of the region (Europe) and African part. The visualization of the topographic grid highlights the differences between the elevation and seafloor bathymetry making
visible geomorphological structure of the submarine relief in the comparison of the topographic grids. The volcanic areas and ophiolites of the Atlantic Ocean are visualized with their closeness to the large igneous provinces (South America, Africa, the Caribbean region and certain areas of the Atlantic seafloor). Sediment density is demonstrated in contrast with the topographic grid highlighting its closeness to the coastal areas and river mouth discharge zones.

Ocean lithosphere age of 60–63 M years can be seen throughout the Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 5). Isochrons correlate with the continental margins, indicating that margins were closed and there were no basins at an earlier time of the Earth history. The asymmetry in crustal accretion on conjugate ridge flanks of the Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 6) can be explained by the concept of the tectonic history of the oceanic lithosphere formation. Thus, the seafloor of the oceans as well as the oceanic crust is formed in the rift zones as a result of the rise and differentiation of the asthenospheric materials and its extension to the both sides of the axial fault. MAR presents the zone of active formation of a new oceanic crust with asymmetry caused by the variations in the spreading rates of the oceanic crust. As can be analyzed on Fig. 6: red areas are represented by the most asymmetric crustal accretion (80-100%), blue colors (0-25%) as almost synchronous, azure blue (25-50%) as partially synchronous and the most of the area covered by asynchronous areas (50-60%). As a result of the asynchronous movements, parts of the oceanic seafloor with the continents form tectonic plates that move along the surface of the asthenosphere. As a result of these complex processes, a new continental crust forms in the Wadati–Zavarksky–Benioff zone, where the oceanic crust subducts under the adjacent continents.

The rock deformations in transform fault zone of the MAR are consistent with the concept of plate tectonics. The analysis of the age of horizontal movements in oceanic lithosphere which resulted in the formation of its modern morphostructure is summarized on the schematic map (Fig. 5) compiled by GMT. The map shows the age of the lithospheric plates according to the plates moving apart over a certain period of time in millions of years.

The isochrons of 10 Ma (dark blue color, Fig. 5) correlate with the distribution of the modern rift zones extending almost continuously in the entire Atlantic Ocean along the MAR and dividing near the Bouvet Triple Junction into two branches with opposite directions. The youngest areas correspond to the red color (250 M, area of modern Mediterranean Sea) and yellow colors near the west African and North American coasts (age of 150–180 M, Fig. 5). The basin of the Atlantic Ocean has variations in lithosphere age of 50–150 M (Fig. 5). The age of the oceanic lithosphere by isochronous of 80 M (Fig. 5) are observed in the Atlantic Ocean only south of the Charlie-Gibbs Fracture Zone (52,50°N).

DISCUSSION
Comparing the obtained geovisualization results with previous results on mapping geology of the Atlantic Ocean, following remarks can be drawn. There have been significant efforts to study geological settings of the Atlantic Ocean settings in order to assess how mineral resources can be distributed depending on the topographic and geological conditions. For example, [56], [57] and [58] developed seafloor studies of the Atlantic Ocean in context of the geological resources and tectonic settings: survey of seafloor subsidence over the entire Atlantic Ocean, detecting neovolcanic zones of mid-ocean ridges which are host to seawater-derived hydrothermal systems and studies of the hydrothermal system on an active detachment fault. Other researches [59] developed a studies in selected segment of the Mid-ocean Ridge to measure the metal fluxes and resource potential. Some papers presented studies of the geovisualization of the ISC geological data [60], geological mapping and assessment of the bathymetric variations [61], studies of the variations in the geomorphology depending on the specific location of the dee-sea trench within the selected study area [62]. Other papers presented studies of the anomalous water temperatures over the Mid-Atlantic Ridge across a crest at 26°N [63] which are comparable with studies presented by [64] and [65].

Mapping spatial distribution of the geological faults, tectonic slabs, fracture zones, volcanoes, using methods of GMT provided some key findings
regarding the geological settings of the Atlantic Ocean seafloor through geovisualization. The first relates to the complex analysis of the datasets for making comparative analysis of the various layers, such as sediment thickness, tectonics, seafloor tectonic development and topographic features. The method of using GMT scripting for overlay of various maps is faster in comparison to the traditional GUI based GIS because applying scripts for different datasets for the entire research area was carried out using scripting templates with adjustments of color palettes, input data and annotations, whereas GIS methods require generating large GIS projects.

Another characteristic investigated was the spatial independence of the presented method of GMT. It was determined that the GMT scripting, in contrast to the GIS methods, is a spatially independent due to the flexibility of the projection adjustment. In contrast, if the projection is changed in a GIS project, all layers will be applied to the new projection, while GMT can operate with any map independently. Furthermore, data capture from the available open sources presents free high resolution datasets in NetCDF format that are compatible with GMT (GMT can read NetCDF format) which enables to perform quality mapping layouts. In contrast, the use of some other GIS is limited to their specific formats.

Hence, it turned out that the greatest difficulties arise in the syntax of the GMT that require learning the language and mastering the programming code principles together with console based operating with layers. In addition to the increased difficulties of the GMT syntax, the problem also lies in the possible computer memory. For instance, the whole dataset of GEBCO has 11.72Gb, the SRTM grid covering the whole planet is 14.93 Gb, the ETOP01 grid is 933.5 Mb. These technical characteristics require capture data at the best available machines using high technical characteristics (e.g. MacBook Pro). However, as mentioned before, the GMT enables to subset necessary region form the whole dataset and continue working only with ‘cut off’ selected study area.

The greatest weakness of the traditional GIS is certainly its labour work and some available bags in a process of mapping. In order to perform cartographic visualization from the available grids, a GIS project with pre-defined characteristics is usually made, while GMT enables to do many adjustment ‘on the fly’ for each map. Other problem of traditional GIS consists in partially manual process of the digitizing of vector layers, while GMT enables effective machine-based precise geovisualization. The printing quality of the GMT based maps enables to visually evaluate cartographic elements on a layout for better and more profound interpretation (lines, contrasting or sequential color palettes, polygons, overlay of layers (following one after another in a script) which enables each individual element on a map to be recognized clearly.

CONCLUSION
The purpose of this study was to demonstrate the application of the cartographic scripting toolset GMT for processing high resolution datasets of the Atlantic Ocean seafloor. Using advanced cartographic technical solutions, such as GMT, enables to obtain new maps using multi-source data (geology, topography, tectonics, geoid) through geovisualization. Printing quality maps based on high resolution grids enables to highlight correlation between the geological phenomena with topographic setting which reflects the tectonic evolution of the seafloor. This helps to yielding better knowledge and understanding of the geological processes that take place on the oceanic seabed. Precise and correct geovisualization contributes to better geological analysis, prognosis and predicting of the mineral resources distribution.

Comparison of the presented maps base don the GMT scripting methods with the already existing maps of the Atlantic Ocean made using other GIS and methods showed that both GIS and GMT present efficient mapping. However, the GMT based method differs significantly in its principal characteristics: a scripting approach. The possibility of using scripts introduces the machine learning methods in cartography and mapping. That means that using a script increases two main characteristics of the cartographic routine: 1) a speed of mapping; 2) a precision of mapping. Indeed, a repeatability of the cartographic script results in faster plotted maps and reduced number of human-caused errors, misprints, mistakes and
drawbacks that are usual in the process of hand-made digitizing and plotting using GUI. Instead, the machine made plotting proved to be more accurate, objective, and aesthetic comparing to the proprietary GIS made maps. Moreover, in contrast to the GIS made geovisualization methods, a GMT can process independent datasets and grids without need to generate a project. That means, the maps presented in this research were plotted independently and can be reprinted in the future with any changed technical characteristics on the fly: modified projections, colors, using other raster grids for the same script, overlaying layers and their transparency, etc.

As for datasets quality, resolution and size, if the precision of the mapped geological and topographic layers is not sufficient or the study area only encompasses the selected certain small area, using GMT is also advantageous for the following reason: it enables to cut off only a small peace of the whole datasets through the ‘grdcut’ module and then to visualize the subsetted grid by ‘grdimage’ module. Thus, it significantly reduces the computer memory, which is especially useful for processing very large (in terms of file size) or high-resolution datasets, such as GEBCO or SRTM.

In general, the choice of the cartographic methodology mostly depends on several factors. These include (1) first, the purpose of mapping; (2) second, the scale of the study area (local, regional, global); (3) third, the geological settings and topographic conditions (e.g., highly hilled terrain, high seismicity, repetitive volcanism, sediment thickness and closeness of the rivers discharging the sediment); (4) available datasets, raster grids and vectors layers, and other resources (tables, scanned maps, descriptions). A GMT approach consisting in modules splits the whole task into several sub-tasks which results in simplified techniques that enables to deal with such tasks and process any data depending on scale and data quality. Finally, selecting and changing color palettes by GMT enable to highlight or, on the contrary, to make more transparent some layers which can help to focus on some visualized phenomena.

In contrast, a GIS made approach requires creating a project which is a consequence of the higher labour of the cartographer and time consuming in terms of work. Finally, in terms of repeatability, a GMT method is based on the open source free toolset GMT, while some known GIS (e.g. ArcGIS, Erdas Imagine) are commercial licensed software. Needless to say that using an open source toolset is more appropriate from a user perspective because is it much easier to access and use. In principle, the approach of the systematic thematic mapping for geological analysis is applicable regardless of the GIS that is used. However, given the briefly discussed advantages of the GMT, it is recommended for usage by cartographers and geologists.

To conclude, the paper demonstrated an integrated approach for mapping multi-source data of the Atlantic Ocean seafloor with a special focus on MAR, through combination of the raster and vector data on tectonics, geology, lithosphere, topography, gravitation fields, seafloor fabric. Highly detailed bathymetric grid (ETOP01) in correlation with seafloor geological lineaments and tectonic data was used to identify complex geological structures of the Atlantic Ocean seafloor and highlight correlations between the topographic, geophysical and geological phenomena.
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